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Isle of Man Constabulary Digital Priorities 2016 ‐ 2017
As outlined in the strategic plan, the challenges facing modern policing are complex and ever growing. Whilst the number of offences
recorded continue to decline and the Island continues to be one the safest places in the British Isles to live and work, complex crime is
growing and the Island is increasingly no longer insulated from an ever connected global society.
In parallel expectations are increasing – citizens are rightly expecting more information, more immediate and digital contact with the Police
and expect the Police to be adopting modern technologies – technologies which are also increasingly needed to keep pace with criminals.
These two challenges are further complicated by the constant need for efficiency – funds available to the constabulary are at an all time low
and the force needs to be adapting and seeking every opportunity to be more efficient and to target its precious resources in the places
most needed.
For these reasons the Constabulary has now embraced its own Digital Priorities – the priority projects and initiatives as part of Isle of Man
Government’s overall digital strategy, to deliver improved outcomes from digital thinking , from using technology to work together – inside
and outside the force across society, and to learn intelligently from the information available in a digital society to predict, react to and
ultimately deter and prevent crime.
A safe Island requires a modern, digitally enabled police force. One which brings fingertip information to its professional officers and staff
when and where they need it. One which allows officers to work as much as possible in the community which they serve. One which
allows members of its society to work hand in hand with it to raise awareness, to collectively patrol and identify the criminal activity. One
which keeps victims up to date and informed on issues relevant to them and one which fosters transparency and accountability.
One which frees up its people to do quality policing, backed by the whole policing family having access to the best technology and
information.
Our digital priorities are set out as follows. Some of these are already in place – notably the decision on our new core system – whilst others
are still in the concept and consideration phase.

Thinking Digitally ‐ to be efficient & effective and paperless

Digital Case File , Digital Evidence ‐ Digital Justice

Working Together ‐ to be community based and event aware
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Learning Intelligently – to harness the power of information
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Information Strategy & Pathways ‐ Informed Justice
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Understanding and meeting the needs of

Our Communities
To support the delivery of a local, publically accountable service that recognises and responds to public concerns, the initiatives in this stream
will support our close working relationship at a community level and will help us be more visible ‐ located in and working together with the
local community. Our digital priorities include:
• Police Video Conference Platform ‐ building upon our emergency radio system (Tetra) and our mobile and fixed phone system, we will
increasingly promote the use of video conference services ‐ to connect our neighbourhood teams to the central command structure, to
connect our officers in communities with each other and ultimately to allow the public to connect to us in more immersive manner of their
choosing. The platform will also integrate with the rest of the criminal justice services and other partners to support virtual justice
solutions by removing the need for physical travel where appropriate to support swifter justice.
• Police New Website – building upon the success of our social media presence and previous website, we have launched an improved single
point of information that combines all our information sources into a single, simple and accessible service. This supports our desire to
provide information at a community and personal level on how our services are performing, to provide current advice and assistance on
active and emerging situations and increasingly allow the public to be better informed and to hold the Constabulary accountable for its
service.
• Mobile Speed Cameras – working with the community representatives we will look to develop an ability to build on the existing range of
deterrents and police visibility by having a range of mobile speed camera options that can be deployed and operate autonomously when
needs arise to reduce risks and to increase community safety.
• Virtual Front Desk – building upon the video conference platform, we are investigating the potential to allow the public to use our
neighbourhood stations to “see” as well as speak to a police offer any hour of the day and in time to allow any member of the public who
chooses to interact with us over video to be able to do so. There are situations where to be able to see a piece of information, a situation
or an incident at the point of call will help diffuse or better understand what is happening, and there is evidence that simply “seeing” a
police officer will help some people feel at ease and safer than simply hearing a voice. This initiative will pursue these options.

Maximise Agency Efficiency

Improve Service Interactions

Harness Intelligence

Reducing Demand
through Continuous Improvement

To support the constabulary to be as efficient as possible we must understand the demands we face, work to our priorities, reduce
bureaucracy and increasingly allow our valuable people to improve the services they deliver and our digital priorities include :
• Body Worn Cameras – Established studies in UK policing point to a real impact from body worn cameras in helping to diffuse active
situations – particularly in domestic incidents and the capture of undisputable digital evidence at the point of source helps
significantly drive up successful and swifter prosecutions. We will aim to prove these outcomes through a pilot, working hand in hand
with the other services supporting criminal justice.

• Predictive Crime Mapping – Although the Isle of Man remains one of the safest places to live in a crime context, we have a wealth of
information on past crimes and offenders and increasingly other forces are turning to use this “big data” to help predict likely events
and risks and proactively deploy resources to prevent and detect crime more effectively. We will investigate the relevancy and
benefit of such an approach on the Island to help us maximise our deployment of resource.

• Track My Crime ‐ A UK initiative established by the Avon and Somerset Constabulary and now being promoted nationwide, this aims
to provide up to date and relevant information to victims of crime and will help foster an increased trust in the service and
accountability for outcomes at a personal level. By providing this information proactively it is also proven to reduce the demand
through the force on requesting status updates and helps to improve a better feeling of safety for those who have been a victim of
crime. This initiative will investigate this further and seek to better understand these benefits and applicability on the Island.
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Building

Capability & Capacity
through continuous improvement
To support our people in new ways of working with new skills and agility and to fully grasp the opportunities presented by new
technology, our aim is to maximise the available time Police Officers and support staff are able to spend on front line services and
minimise the need for unnecessary bureaucracy. These digital priorities will sit at the heart of our digital programme and include :
• New Police Core System ‐ It is over 15 years since the constabulary last changed its core systems and today relies upon a variety of
core systems that are outdated and often unconnected. Consequently information has to often be duplicated by officers and support
staff and joining up information to improve intelligence is complex and time consuming. The business case for moving to a single,
modern and flexible platform for all of the core policing services is compelling. That’s why we announced in early October 2016 that
the contract for a new core system has been awarded to Northgate Public Services and its CONNECT system. This will significantly
improve the efficiency of the constabulary at large and will provide a core platform upon which to build further digital services and
digital working with other stakeholders and agencies.
• Police Mobile – Supporting an increased need to be based in the community and truly effective when away from fixed buildings, this
initiative has placed modern smartphones into the hands of over 140 officers. By allowing them to securely access emails and work
briefings they are more effective whilst being visible to our communities. These will seamless integrate with the new CONNECT system
to provide a truly mobile efficient and effective police service.
• Digital Briefing Tool – Building on the core system this initiative is designed to capture and disseminate key information on a regular
basis and support the concept of real time intelligence available and proactively pushed to all relevant law enforcement agencies.
Improving on historical verbal briefings through word of mouth this will help foster improved response, intelligence and detection and
minimise need for officers to physically attend regular briefings maximising their time policing in the field. It will also support the
ability to target information to be delivered just in time and in context to officers to improve the value and relevance of it.
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Maintaining a

Safe Society
One of the core aims of the Isle of Man Constabulary is to identify the most vulnerable in society and do all we can to protect them.
Digital initiatives in this theme focus on keeping people safe and include :
• Automatic Number Plate Recognition – On a small island with a fixed number of transport links, intelligence on known offenders and
persons of interest can be enhanced through the use of ANPR in key transport areas – both fixed and mobile. ANPR is established in
UK policing and is a natural and logical addition to other intelligence gathering and deterrent measures and can be deployed at speed
to a set of locations based on risks and intelligence. This initiative will establish the principles, the business case and pilot a scalable
solution.
• Drones – Mobile command units with telescopic camera towers have been established for some time and have proven their worth at
many public events and gatherings and at the other end of the scale, search and rescue helicopters are also a valuable asset to have
in helping ensure the Island’s safety and are often deployed for missing persons. We have already started to look at established and
emerging drone technologies – for use by the combined emergency services to sit between these two existing ends of the scale and
potentially be available for visual observation, crowd monitoring, accident topography and search and rescue operations.
• ID Parade – Modern technology is capable of sophisticated facial recognition and the ID Parade system is well established in law as
supporting evidence for a conviction. This digital priority is to upgrade the existing technology that supports this process, and make it
mobile and integrated with the core system to increase the speed at which suspects can be identified or search criteria narrowed to
improve speed and accuracy of response.
• Digital Vehicle – Today’s vehicles carry a range of technologies from 4G capability to telematics, from on board cameras to mobile
workstations. This digital priority seeks to identify best practice in established and emerging policing, and maximise the capability of
the vehicle to act as a mobile command unit, allowing mobile working, capturing real time evidence and providing a virtual and
mobile base for policing in an increasingly interconnected world.
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Supporting the

Criminal Justice Strategy
Although less than twenty percent of police activity is regularly focused on the criminal justice service, the Constabulary plays a major
part in supporting and delivering the strategic aims of the Criminal Justice Strategy to realise its vision ‐ ‘All parts of the
Criminal Justice System working together efficiently to ensure the right intervention at the right time.’
Consequently the constabulary will actively participate in the collective initiatives in support of this including :
• Digital Justice – Building on paperless within agencies, remove paper from court processes, consolidate around digital case files and
support digital evidence throughout process.

• Mobile Justice ‐ Support digital working and speedy justice through expanded WiFi facilities across the physical spaces and
developing mobile solutions to maximise front line services.

• Virtual Justice – developing a common secure workspace to support agency interactions & integrated audio / video solutions
providing a simple secure virtual experience

• Informed Justice ‐ Define and publish information strategies – moving to presumption of sharing cross agency and outside the
criminal justice service where appropriate & deliver integrated pathways through regular review and improvement.
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Through accessing the best

Technology & Information
Across all these strands the constabulary needs to harness the best of technology and information available to adapt to the challenges it
faces and aims to align to the Isle of Man Government’s broader digital strategy with three simple aims – thinking digitally, working
together and learning intelligently.
These can be expanded as :
• Thinking Digitally – to maximise the constabulary’s efficiency everywhere by ensuring all of our processes are efficient and effective
and relevant by being paperless and having digital systems in place without exception. This will free our people up to do quality
policing.

• Working Together – to improve all our service interactions and be responsive in what we do inside and outside the constabulary and
be community based and event aware using technology and information. This will ensure all our policing family having access to the
best technology and information.

• Learning Intelligently – to harness the power of information available inside and outside the Constabulary to ensure that we operate
on information that is accurate and relevant, but equally an in increasingly information rich age, information that is just in time and
contextual. This will ensure we are able to “Keep People Safe”.
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